We compute the temperature-dependent barrier for α-relaxations in several liquids, without adjustable parameters, using experimentally determined elastic, structural, and calorimetric data. We employ the random first order transition (RFOT) theory, in which relaxation occurs via activated reconfigurations between distinct, aperiodic minima of the free energy. Two different approximations for the mismatch penalty between the distinct aperiodic states are compared, one due to Xia and Wolynes (Proc. Natl. Acad.
the configurational entropy, however, seems to be the dominant contributor to the barrier increase near the laboratory glass transition, consistent with previous experimental tests of the RFOT theory using the XW approximation. In addition, we compute the temperature dependence of the dynamical correlation length, also without using adjustable parameters. These agree well with experimental estimates obtained using the Berthier et al.(Science 310, 1797) procedure. Finally, we find the temperature dependence of the complexity of a rearranging region is consistent with the picture based on the RFOT theory but is in conflict with the assumptions of the Adam-Gibbs and "shoving" scenarios for the viscous slowing down in supercooled liquids.
I. MOTIVATION
There is little consensus, at present, on the detailed connection between the molecular motions preceding the glass transition and system-specific interactions, in actual glass-formers. The uncertainties are such that wildly different hypotheses about the underlying physics are still entertained [1] , despite much recent progress [2] . The ambiguity in complete molecular understanding also prevents one from calculating the liquid relaxation rates and the glass-forming ability for specific substances, making materials design difficult. Of course, such difficulties are part of the bigger challenge-still faced by materials scientists of all stripes-that of theà priori prediction of the structure and phase behavior of compounds with arbitrary stoichiometries.
Despite these issues, a microscopic foundation to address quantitatively the structure and dynamics of supercooled liquids has been provided by the random first order transition (RFOT) theory, see Ref. [2] for a review. In this picture, the transport in the liquid above its glass transition is realized by local, activated reconfiguration events between long-lived, quasi-equilibrium aperiodic structures. It is the central notion of the ROFT theory that sufficiently below the crossover to activated transport, these reconfigurations take place by a process resembling nucleation of a new aperiodic arrangement within the one presently existing, according to the following free energy profile [3, 4] :
2 σ 0 (a/r) 1/2 − (4π/3)(r/a) 3 T s c ,
where the first term on the right hand side represents the mismatch penalty between the initial and final configuration. The scaling of the penalty with the droplet size r as r 3/2 -not the familiar r 2 -implies, effectively, a curvature dependent surface tension coefficient σ = σ 0 (a/r) 1/2 [3, 5] .
The quantity σ 0 is the mismatch penalty at length scale a equal to the volumetric size of the chemically rigid molecular unit, or "bead" [6, 7] . The second term on the right hand side gives the bulk-driving force for the reconfiguration, which, in equilibrium, is completely determined by the excess, configurational entropy of the liquid, denoted here as s c , per bead. The driving force also has an enthalpic component during aging, where the initial state has stored energy [8] .
The free energy profile (1) yields the following activation barrier [3, 4] :
Furthermore, the size r * such that F (r * ) = 0 corresponds to a region that typically has an alternative state. Thus it represents the cooperativity length for the reconfigurations. Often, one uses a volumetric size ξ ≡ (4π/3) 1/3 r * . From Eq. (1), it follows that ξ/a = (4π/3) 1/3 3σ 0 a 2 T s c
According to Eq. (3), the cooperativity size is determined by a competition between two factors: the free energy cost of extending the interface between alternative aperiodic states and their multiplicity. Eq. (2) shows that the temperature dependences of these two competing factors determine the temperature dependence of the activation barrier.
The configurational entropy can, in principle, be calculated for actual substances starting from the force laws by using the classical density functional theory [9] or recent replica-approaches [10, 11] .
In practice, making such estimates is quite challenging for molecules that are not spherically shaped.
At any rate, a good approximation to s c can be determined by integrating the calorimetrically determined heat capacity of the glass and the supercooled liquid [12, 13] .
The mismatch penalty, or the surface tension coefficient σ 0 , cannot be measured directly in the laboratory, but again a recipe exists for calculating it from first principles. The DFT formalism does suggest some simple approximations. Xia and Wolynes [4] (XW) put forth a general argument, by which the mismatch penalty is approximated by the free energy cost of "localizing" individual particles during the crossover to the activated transport [4] , see also the discussion of Eq. (9) in Ref. [14] . As such, the penalty is largely determined by the kinetic pressure-which, in turn, scales approximately linearly with the ambient temperature (it does so exactly for hard spheres)-and the logarithm of the vibrational displacement of a particle around its average position in the aperiodic lattice. This yields the following, very simple formula for the activation barrier F ‡ in equilibrium [4, 6, 15] :
In the assumption that the surface tension coefficient σ 0 in Eqs. (1) and (2) changes smoothly with temperature, the above expression can be regarded as an asymptotic result that is expected to work better the closer the system is to the "ideal glass transition" at the Kauzmann [16] temperature T K . Below T K , the glass is in a putative state for which the multiplicity of the distinct aperiodic packings is subthermodynamic so that the configurational entropy vanishes. This ideal glass state is not achievable by cooling directly, owing to the diverging relaxation times; it is also predicted generally to be avoided by substances that can crystallize into a periodic structure [17] . Although expected to be strictly correct only asymptotically, the formalism leading to Eq. (4) has given rise to dozens of quantitative predictions of seemingly disparate glassy phenomena, without making use of adjustable parameters. One of these is the "fragility index":
By Eq. (4), the XW estimate of the mismatch penalty implies [6, 15] 
where ∆c p is the heat capacity jump at the glass transition. The numerical constant 20.7 pertains specifically to setting the laboratory glass transition to occur on the time scale 10 5 sec, see below for derivation. The constant would be (modestly) different for other speeds of quenching. The simple relation (6) between the kinetic and thermodynamic attributes of the glass transition does indeed conform to observation, according to the compilation of several dozen substances by Stevenson and Wolynes [15] , even though it appears to systematically underestimate the fragility for the more fragile substances.
Dozens more predictions stemming from the XW estimate for the mismatch energy factor σ 0 have been confirmed by experiment and include, importantly, the size of the cooperative reconfigurations [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , see Refs. [2, [23] [24] [25] for reviews, and also more recent work in Refs. [14, [26] [27] [28] [29] . Note that the strict existence of the ideal glass state is not necessary for the RFOT theory to be useful, although quantitative predictions are expected to be the more accurate the smaller the value of s c , as already mentioned. Recently, ultrastable glasses have been produced by vapor deposition that are characterized by values of s c [30] [31] [32] , that are significantly lower than at the common laboratory T g achieved by cooling. The predictions of the ROFT theory still seem to hold up since the limiting configurational entropy predicted by surface motions in the RFOT theory is confirmed. It is also important to recognize that there is a rigorous sense, in which the entropy crisis at T K exists as a possible idealized fixed point, as has been shown in related spin models [33] and via liquid theory approximations of Parisi and coworkers [10, 11] .
Recently, Rabochiy and Lubchenko [14] (RL) have estimated the mismatch penalty in a different way, using a more detailed density functional argument than XW employed. In their argument, the activation barrier explicitly depends on the high-frequency elastic moduli of the liquid and local coordination, via the structure factor S(k), in addition to the configurational entropy. The calculations of the mismatch penalty made by them for several substances were limited to the vicinity of the glass transition because the elastic constants and structure factor were not measured over sufficiently extended temperature range. Despite the complexity of the approximation in
Ref. [14] and the potential ambiguities in the experimentally measured inputs, the values of the mismatch penalty obtained by RL near T g are quite close to the estimates found by XW.
Here we use both the XW and RL derived expressions for σ 0 to compute, for the first time, the entire temperature dependence of the activation barrier for eight specific substances, over a finite temperature range, without adjustable parameters. The calculation can be justly called microscopic even though experimental input data are used. The input parameters consist of experimentally determined configurational entropy (XW and RL), high-frequency elastic constants, and the structure factor (RL). These are all "static" quantities. In addition, we will use the entropy of fusion to independently determine the volumetric size of the chemically rigid molecular unit, or the "bead." Unfortunately, the structure factor S(k) is available only at a single temperature for most of the substances in question. We have thus been forced to use the S(k) values measured at a specific fixed temperature, usually near T g , in the full temperature range; it is possible to assess the resulting error in some cases. In addition to directly comparing to experimental relaxation times, the predictions for the barriers are also tested by computing the corresponding kinetic glass transition temperature from the input static data and comparing these against experimental data.
Another quantity of interest we calculate is the fragility coefficient. Finally, the same input data are used to estimate the cooperativity length ξ for the two approximations. These are then compared to the values that are essentially experimentally determined via a relation due to Berthier et al. [22] . We point out that all of the input data here taken from experiment for actual molecular systems can be obtained approximately using existing theoretical formalisms for sufficiently simple systems like Lennard-Jones spheres.
Of the four predicted quantities mentioned above, the absolute barrier itself at a given temperature and the fragility, which is the rate of barrier change with temperature, appear to be most sensitive to uncertainty in the experimental inputs and potential errors of the approximations. To separate the effects of these uncertainties on the absolute value of barrier and the rate of its change with temperature, we may rescale the barrier to match its known value at T g , which is equivalent to using one adjustable constant, say, the bead size. This rescaling-which is in general, as we shall see, quite modest-has the effect of eliminating error in the absolute value of the barrier at the laboratory T g : Using Eq. (4) and
one obtains m frag = (log 10 e)[
The logarithm in the latter expression is fixed by the timescale of the glass transition, and so one is left only with assessing the relative temperature derivative of the barrier.
While the complete temperature dependence of the rescaled barriers does deviate somewhat from the experimental values, the discrepancy is more noticeable for strong substances, for which the temperature range between the crossover and glass transition is larger, as well as the range to the ideal glass transition. In all cases, the RL predicted barrier decreases with temperature consistently faster than does the measured barrier. At the same time, the XW expression, which leaves out the potential temperature dependence of the elastic constants, owing to its hard sphere form, consistently yields a slower decay rate of the barrier with temperature, as expected; Lubchenko and
Wolynes dealt with these barrier softening effects a decade ago [6] . Although the set of substances covered here is admittedly modest in number, it does cover a wide chemical and fragility range suggesting the systematic underestimation of the barrier found here is meaningful. This, in turn, implies the RL expression is an adequate stepping stone for further systematic improvements in the theory of the absolute barriers.
The present work also allows us to determine the relative contributions of the temperature dependence of the configurational entropy and the temperature dependence of the elastic constants to the barrier increase with lowering temperature, which has excited much discussion [34] . The elastic constant variation is central to many non-RFOT based ideas about glassy dynamics. For instance, recent work independently indicates there is an intimate connection between the elastic constants and the translational symmetry breaking in supercooled liquids [35, 36] . Some works [37, 38] go as far as to suggest that the temperature dependence of the barrier is exclusively due to changes of the shear modulus and nothing else. In those scenarios, the barrier and the shear modulus are taken to be simply proportional to each other. This simplicity requires there being a fixed cooperativity length determined by some other physical principle for each substance. In the purely elastic analysis, this size is then regarded as a freely adjustable parameter. The theory does not provide a specific recipe for calculating it. In contrast, the RFOT-based approach of RL dictates that the barrier depends on the elastic constants in an intricate fashion, while the size factor is predicted from the theory itself as in the XW implementation of theory. Importantly, the RL approximation calls for the use of high-frequency elastic moduli, i.e., on times shorter than the plateau time scale of the stress relaxation function. Here we show that even within the RL approximation, which appears to overestimate the variation of the barrier with temperature, the entropic contribution to the temperature dependence of the barrier progressively dominates the elastic part with decreasing temperature. Finally, we compute the complexity of the rearranging region as a function of the log-relaxation time as a means of testing the internal consistency of the RFOT-based expressions for the relaxation barrier. We establish that the latter expressions are indeed internally consistent, thus lending further support to the present microscopic picture. Conversely, we conclude that the experimentally determined temperature dependence of the complexity is inconsistent with the assumptions of several popular views on the structural glass transition, such as the venerable Adam-Gibbs approach and several realizations of the shoving model.
The article is organized as follows. In Section II we describe the methodology by which the mismatch penalty is computed. Section III contains the resulting calculations of the barrier over a range of temperatures, the kinetic glass transition temperature itself, the fragility coefficients, the cooperativity lengths, and the complexities. In Section IV, we summarize and discuss the present findings.
II. METHODOLOGY
Our goal is to compute, as functions of temperature, two basic quantities predicted by the RFOT theory: the barrier for activated reconfigurations, Eq. (2), and the corresponding cooperativity length ξ, Eq. (3). In this Section, we describe how we determine the input quantities in Eqs. (2) and (3).
A simple estimate of the surface tension coefficient σ 0 at the elemental length scale a was obtained by Xia and Wolynes [4] :
where one assumes that the Lindemann ratio [39, 40] of the typical vibrational displacement to particle spacing α −1/2 /a = 0.1. This estimate is based on an assumed sharp demarcation of localized and delocalized regions at the atomic scale. The logarithm comes from the entropy cost of localization. The temperature scaling would be appropriate for hard spheres, where all free energies are strictly entropic in origin. Note substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (2) yields Eq. (4). The surface penalty, according to XW, can be thought of as, roughly, a half of the missing "bond" energy for a particle allowing it to be localized in an aperiodic crystal versus being part of a delocalized liquid, in which many particle arrangements are allowed. An estimate for this bond energy comes from the free energy cost of particle localization when a uniform liquid freezes into an aperiodic crystal [4] , see also discussion in Ref. [14] . Near the ideal glass transition itself, the latter free energy cost is determined mostly by an entropic cost of localizing a particle from a volume a 3 -relevant for particle exchange-to the volume prescribed by vibrations of magnitude a/ √ α around its equilibrium position, hence Eq. (8). Eq. (8) is analogous to Turnbull's rule [41] relating the surface energy at a crystal-melt interface to the melting point.
More recently, Rabochiy and Lubchenko [14] estimated σ 0 also using a classical density functional argument but with a different kind of reasoning. Their argument starts by assuming a spatially broad transition between specific structural states. It nevertheless concludes the interface is of molecular dimensions near the laboratory T g . RL's expression for the mismatch energy explicitly includes details of the interactions and coordination via the elastic constants and the structure factor S(k):
where the quantity m, given by the expression
reflects the free energy penalty for uniform variations of the order parameter that describes the transition across the interface, see immediately below. The quantity M stands for the mass of the stoichiometric unit, while the elastic constants enter via the longitudinal speed of sound c l . Finally,
The aforementioned order parameter, η, directly reflects the relative amount of one specific aperiodic phase (1) and the other, (2), whose individual, aperiodic spatially varying density profiles are denoted by ρ 1 and ρ 2 respectively:
The values η = ±1 correspond to pure components 1 and 2 sufficiently far from the interface. The slow variation of η yields the corresponding Landau-Ginzburg-Cahn-Hilliard functional [42] given by:
The expression for coefficient κ at the square-gradient term does not directly concern us in this paper (while it does enter the expression for σ RL ). The bulk free energy cost for uniform fluctuations of the order parameter are subject to a free energy cost approximated as:
where
The two expressions in Eqs. (9) and (10) correspond to two somewhat distinct regimes for the interface between alternative aperiodic structures. When the free energy cost for a spatially uniform change of the order parameter exceeds a certain threshold value (Eq. (9)), a multitude of (equally) dissimilar liquid states should be accessed in the interface. This would seem to correlate conceptually with further replica symmetry breaking in the interface, a phenomenon seen in the replica field theory approach of Dzero et al. [43] . The appearance of those other liquid states is reflected in the presence of a flat portion in the bulk energy barrier in Eq. (14) just as in the replica instanton theory. Otherwise, (Eq. (10)), the transition occurs directly between the two aperiodic states in question, so that the bulk energy barrier F (η) consists of two intersecting parabolas,
i.e., the medium responds mostly in an elastic fashion, except in a very narrow region. We refer the reader to Ref. [14] for further details. Finally, note the π in the denominator of Eq. (10) was inadvertently omitted during typesetting of the original expression in Eq. (53) of Ref. [14] .
The final ingredient in implementing the RFOT theory using either the RL calculation or XW calculation is the number of beads per stoichiometric unit N b , or "bead count." This is needed to evaluate the configurational entropy s c per bead from Eq. (2) and the volumetric bead size a.
Given the experimentally determined entropy per stoichiometric unit s
c , the entropy per bead is given by:
The bead count N b can be estimated by dividing the entropy of fusion of a substance by that for an interacting material of spherical particles; the logic is that the degrees of freedom that freeze out during crystallization are the same ones that would be pertinent for the rearrangements in the liquid supercooled below its fusion point [6] . (This notion is reasonable except for plastic crystals or other examples of system-specific local ordering, see discussion of B 2 O 3 below.) Specifically,
here we follow Refs. [6, 14, 15, 28] and take Ar as such a spherical particle material, whose fusion entropy is 1.68k B per particle. This yields the expression:
where ∆H m and T m are the enthalpy and temperature of fusion of the substance respectively.
Eq. (17) corresponds to what we call the "calorimetric" bead count. For concreteness, we assume that the number of beads per stoichiometric unit is T -independent, except for case of B 2 O 3 , for chemical reasons described below. Because the density generally depends on temperature, the volumetric bead size a = (v/N b ) 1/3 is (weakly) temperature dependent, where v is the specific volume of the liquid.
III. CALCULATION OF THE BARRIER AND THE COOPERATIVITY LENGTH
Comparison of Eqs. (8) with Eqs. (9) and (10) indicates that the RL approximation for the mismatch penalty implies there is an additional source of temperature dependence of the activation barrier, from Eq. (2), compared with the purely entropic result from the XW hard sphere-based approximation for σ 0 . We compare the predictions of the two approximations for the barrier with experimental log-relaxation times in Fig. 1 RFOT-based result; we will return to it later in the article.
We remind the reader that only the configurational entropy per bead is needed to produce the predictions based on the XW approximation, while the RL approximation needs structural and elastic input too. The experimentally determined input parameters and/or references to the original papers measuring them, in the case of temperature-dependent quantities, are given in Table I . The substances are listed in the Tables in the order of increasing of the fragility index m, as experimentally determined. The bead counts from calorimetry N b and the corresponding bead sizes a are provided in Tables II and III together with other calculated quantities that are predicted by the analysis. Note in several instances, we needed to extrapolate the elastic constants and calorimetric data to outside of the temperature interval where these input data were available. The extrapolations for the elastic data are shown in Fig. 10 below, while those for the configurational entropy are provided in the Supporting Information; the latter also contains the fitting coefficients for both the elastic constants and entropy.
In Fig. 1 , the symbols indicate the experimental values of the free energy barrier (divided by k B T ), obtained from the measured relaxation times. For the latter, we used data compiled by Capaccioli, Ruocco, and Zamponi [44] , and other sources, see the Supporting Information for details. For this determination, the high-T limit of the relaxation time is taken to be τ 0 = 1 ps:
In reality, although the high-T value of τ is usually in the vicinity of a picosecond, as determined by the vibrational relaxation time, system-specific deviations from the latter value may be present. Consequently, for each order of magnitude worth of such deviation, the experimental points on Fig. 1 would be off by ln 10 ≈ 2.3. The thin solid line shows the free energy barrier computed with Eq. (2) using the XW prediction (8) for σ 0 .
The thick lines in Fig. 1 show the barrier (divided by temperature) computed using the RL prediction for σ 0 , Eqs. (9) and (10). Some of the substances fall into the regime corresponding to just one of these equations in the full temperature range. In such cases, the corresponding equation number is provided in Table 1 . Some substances obey Eq. (9) at low T but make a change, at some temperature above T g , to the regime in which the uniform liquid states are bypassed during reconfigurations so that Eq. (10) now applies. Under these circumstances, we provide, in Table 1 , the temperature of that change.
The graph for B 2 O 3 contains a thick dashed line, which accounts for the temperature dependence of its bead size. This matter has been discussed extensively by two of us in Ref. [28] and has to do with a gradual ordering transition in B 2 O 3 , in which the rigid molecular units at sufficiently high temperatures can be thought of as BO 3 triangles, but at low temperatures they are essentially the boroxol rings B 3 O 6 .
Last, but not least, all of the RL-based calculations mentioned so far employ a temperature independent structure S(k) measured near T g . Unfortunately, there is a lack of data at other temperatures (see Table I for the specific temperature T S at which S(k) was measured for each substance). For two of the liquids, i.e., glycerol and OTP, we have also found S(k)'s measured at an additional, higher temperature, see Table I . We present the barrier values computed using the S(k) measured at these high temperatures as the dashed-dotted lines. We observe that the computed barrier values, at high temperatures, move in the right direction and, in the case of glycerol, almost coincide with the measured value at the higher temperature at which S(k) is known, i.e., 295 K.
This notion suggests that accounting for the temperature dependence of the structural factor may be in fact important for quantitative barrier estimates. Finally, we have not found S(k) for toluene measured at T g , but only at a higher temperature and higher pressure, which should be a reasonable substitute for the S(k) at T g , as two of us argued elsewhere [14] . for all substances except SiO 2 , Refs.[68, 70, 71] . The quantity T S is the temperature at which the structure factor S(k) is known. The asterisk at toluene's T S indicates the structure factor is known at a higher pressure, see text. c l and ρ stand for the longitudinal sound speed and density respectively. The last two columns indicate whether Eq. (9) and (10) transition temperature respectively. The index "th" signifies the quantity was computed using the RabochiyLubchenko (RL) approximation. The index "sc" signifies the corresponding quantities were evaluated using the "self-consistent" procedure for determining the bead count explained in the text. transition temperature respectively. The index "th" signifies the quantity was computed using the XiaWolynes (XW) approximation. The index "sc" signifies the corresponding quantities were evaluated using the "self-consistent" procedure for determining the bead count explained in the text.
theoretical predictions does leave some room for improvement. However, given that no adjustable parameters were used, the agreement seems satisfactory, considering the input data are purely static. To put things in perspective, we note that we are unaware of any existing calculation that starts from the corresponding information such as (high-frequency) elastic constants and structure factor of a liquid and produces a figure for the crystal-nucleation barrier with an accuracy comparable to that seen in Fig. 1 . At any rate, we feel the present degree of agreement would justify further studies that include more substances and suggests that the present approximations provide a reasonable formal basis for further systematic improvement.
Let us list possible errors that may arise in applying the present formalisms to specific substances. Both RFOT based expressions for the absolute barrier rely on accurate estimates of the bead size, by Eqs. (8-10), (16) . As discussed elsewhere [72] , the calorimetric bead count is especially likely to be off when local ordering is present, as in chalcogenide alloys [72] or the aforementioned boron oxide [28] . To get a sense of the issue, consider the fusion entropy for chalcogenides. Almost independent of the stoichiometry, the fusion entropy in these materials is about 1.5k B per atom-a typical value for ionic compounds[68]-suggesting there is roughly one bead per atom. Yet it is clear that in As 2 Se 3 , for instance, the AsSe 3 pyramids are deformed little during liquid motions, implying instead a bead per arsenic atom [72] . Now, the RL calculation is quite sensitive to the precise value of the structure factor. As discussed in detail in Ref. [14] , the latter is subject to significant experimental uncertainty for the relatively small values of k in question. Last but not least, the RL formula relies on accurate measurement of the elastic constants, which becomes pro-gressively more difficult at increasing temperatures especially because of the problem of separating the purely elastic from the relaxational part of the stress response.
From the theoretical vantage point, we point out that neither the XW nor RL formulas completely contains all known effects that have been previously considered within the RFOT theory.
Specifically, neglected are the barrier softening effects that arise from approaching the mode coupling temperature [6] . The latter effects stem from the spatial variation in the order parameter in the critical droplet near the crossover; the resulting transition rate between distinct aperiodic states is faster than what the simple nucleation-like argument predicts. The XW expression ignores the softening altogether. It would predict a finite nucleation rate even above the mean field dynamical transition [6] . The RL expression does exhibit some degree of softening since it employs empirically determined elastic constants. The RL approach nevertheless disregards several aspects of the instanton structure including the limited applicability of the renormalized surface tension coefficient in Eq. (1) close to the crossover [6] . Indeed, contrary to the assumptions behind Eq. (1), the reconfigurations are accompanied by string-like excitations close to T cr implying, among other things, that the interface is not thin [73] .
A potential concern specific to the XW estimate for σ 0 is that it should be most accurate near T K , as already mentioned. One of the sources of ambiguity in the RL approach, on the other hand, is the simplifying assumption on the vibrational spectrum, which was assumed to be Debye-like with a sharp cutoff at k = π/a. In reality, the cut-off should be soft; the S ′ (k) derivative would be replaced by a more complicated, integral expression under these circumstances, thus requiring the knowledge of S(k) at even lower values of k. Finally, there is potential error in how one converts from the atomic to the bead-wise structure factor.
It is instructive to provide a partial summary of the data in Fig. 1 by plotting the glass transition temperatures, as predicted by the theory, against their experimental values (they are also tabulated in Tables II and III for the RL and XW-based estimates respectively). For the sake of argument, we assume the time scale of the glass transition is τ g = 1hr, while the vibrational relaxation time τ 0 = 10 −12 sec. By Eq. (7), this implies F ‡ (T g )/T g = ln(3.6 · 10 15 ) ≈ 35.8. Fig. 2 shows the result of the calculation. We observe that the predicted glass transition temperatures agree well with the experimental values, despite the sometimes large discrepancy between theory and experiment for the rates themselves in Fig. 1 . Note that in Fig. 2 and the Tables we use the experimental T g as determined calorimetrically, instead of using relaxation data, and so one should expect some discrepancy between the relaxation time-based apparent T g , as inferred from Fig. 1 , and the calorimetric T g , which is indicated by a vertical line on the same figure. This discrepancy is generally present because of variations in the quench rate, sample purity, detailed fitting of the DSC curve, etc.
Incidentally, one can compute the slopes of the curves from Fig. 1 at the glass transition temperature, in the form of fragility indices, see Eq. (5). We emphasize that the theoretically predicted fragility indices shown in the Tables were computed at the predicted T g , not at the experimental glass transition temperature. Fig. 3 shows this measure of liquid fragility plotted against its experimental value, for the eight substances in question. We note that both the RL and XW approximation show a good correlation with measurement, except for the RL prediction for OTP, to be commented on shortly.
Next, in Fig. 4 , we show the temperature dependence of the cooperativity length ξ from Eq. (3).
The thin and thick solid lines show the result of the XW and RL based calculations respectively.
The respective temperature intervals for the RL and XW lengths correspond to the temperature intervals in Fig. 1 ; they do not coincide because the predicted glass transition temperatures are different for the two approximations. Now, the dashed line shows the dynamical correlation length ξ computed according to the procedure of Berthier et al. [22] :
where β is the exponent in the stretched exponential relaxation profile: e −(t/τ ) β . As already mentioned, we have used the calorimetric data of Capaccioli, Ruocco, and Zamponi [44] . In addition we have used their fitting forms for the relaxation times and, when available, the stretching exponent β. The corresponding fits are shown in the Supporting Information. For three of the substancesglycerol, ZnCl 2 , and B 2 O 3 -the temperature dependence of β was available, while for the rest of the substances, a constant value for this quantity, as measured near T g , was adopted for the lack of data for β in the extended temperature range just as was done by Capaccioli et al. [44] previously.
Berthier et al. have argued that although the ξ from Eq. (18) is a lower bound, it should be numerically close to the actual value of the cooperativity length. One may thus regard this quantity as an experimentally inferred dynamical correlation length. Fig. 4 demonstrates that both the XW and RL determined lengths are generically quite close to the experimental ξ. Deviations, when present, echo those for the computed barriers in Fig. 1 . This is expected based on Eqs. (2) and (3). Finally, the insets in Fig. 4 show the same lengths as the main graphs, but normalized by a and as functions of temperature normalized by the respective T g , to simplify comparison.
To see whether an error in the absolute barrier values above is potentially due to incorrectly determined bead size, we perform a procedure analogous to what RL did to assess the effects of bead size on their σ 0 values. This procedure gave a bead size that was chemically reasonable (as in the As 2 Se 3 example), except for OTP [14] , where the self-consistent bead count is too high. (This issue was pointed out previously by Rabochiy and Lubchenko [14] and may be related to uncertainty in the experimental structure factor.) Likewise, we can rescale the bead size by a constant factor so that the hereby computed barrier values match experiment at the glass transition temperature itself. This is particularly straightforward in the XW case, where the barrier is proportional to the bead count N b , and so the barrier is rescaled simply by a constant factor. It is more cumbersome to do this, but not too much so, for the more complicated RL expressions, where (numerically) solving a non-linear equation is required. We will call this way of fixing the bead size, i.e., based on a predetermined value of the absolute free energy barrier at T g , the "self-consistent" bead count.
As in Fig. 2 , we fix F ‡ (T g )/T g = ln(3.6 · 10 15 ) ≈ 35.8. The bead counts obtained in this way and the corresponding bead sizes are listed in Tables II and III. In Fig. 1 . Now, the fragility indices corresponding to Fig. 5 are shown in Fig. 6 , to be compared with those in Fig. 3 . We observe that both the RL-based and XW-based values of the fragility index show a better correlation with experiment than for the calorimetrically determined bead count. For both ways to count beads, the RL-based prediction consistently overestimates the rate of the barrier decrease with temperature. Note that the because of the rescaling, the effect of using a different structure factor for glycerol and OPT is quite small.
According to Figs. 5 and 6, the XW approximation consistently yields an adequate estimate for the rate of change of the barrier with temperature, near the glass transition as defined by a fixed free energy barrier. At the same time, it systematically underestimates this variation at higher temperatures. This agrees with our earlier remarks on the progressively more dominant contribution of the configurational entropy to the temperature variation the closer one is to T K .
The RL argument suggests that some of the missing portion of the temperature dependence in XW formulation is, in fact, due to the temperature dependence of the elastic constants. Apart from the overall magnitude of the barrier, the RL-predicted rates of change of the barrier with temperature seem to be closer to experiment in the broader temperature range, even though they are now overestimated. We will comment on the latter in the Discussion Section. For now, it seems instructive to assess the relative contributions of the configurational entropy, 1/s c (T ), and the elastic constants, F ‡ RL (T )s c (T ), to the temperature dependence of the RL-based value of the barrier F ‡ . Note that because we use a constant value of the structure factor S(k), the latter does not contribute to the temperature dependence of the barrier. Now, the main panels of Fig. 7 show the logarithmic derivatives of the logarithm of the entropic and elastic contributions, which allows one to compare the corresponding rates of change of these quantities not only for each given substance separately but also across different substances. Here, the thick solid line depicts the entropic part. The thin solid line corresponds to the RL prediction of the elastic contribution alone, i.e, F ‡ RL (T )s c (T ). The thick dashed line corresponds to the elastic contribution as assessed on the experimentally determined value of the barrier, i.e, F ‡ exp (T )s c (T ); this would be the actual non-entropic contribution to the barrier change according to Eq. (1). We observe that the "experimentally inferred" elastic contribution to the temperature dependence of the barrier is consistently lower than the contribution from the variation of the entropy. In some cases, the so determined elastic variation is in fact negative, which may well be due to uncertainties in the experimental inputs. The situation with the RL-based microscopic prediction of the elastic contribution is a bit more complicated. In two cases, it exceeds the entropic contribution, while in the other cases it is comparable or less than the latter. In all cases, however, the configurational entropy becomes more important as T g is approached. As to the inconsistency of the RL estimate, compared with the experiment-based estimate, we suggest that our ignoring the temperature dependence of the structure factor may be to blame. At any rate, note that since the RL barrier overestimates the fragility, the effect of the RL-based temperature dependence of the elastic constants, as shown in Fig. 7 , is probably overestimated, too.
The above assessment of the relative contributions of the configurational entropy and the elastic constants to the temperature dependence of the barrier relies, of course, on the RFOT-based expression (2) . One can actually test the internal consistency of the latter RFOT expression in a manner that is independent of the value of the surface tension σ 0 , and thus is in no way affected by the temperature dependence of the elastic constants, among other things. There is a simple relationship between the α-relaxation barrier (or, equivalently, ln(τ /τ 0 )) and the product (ξ/a) 3 s c /k B , which is often called the "complexity" of the rearranging region. Indeed, dividing Eq. (2) by (3), one obtains that the complexity of a rearranging region is simply the barrier, in units of k B T , times a factor of four:
This relationship can be interpreted as saying rearrangement involves searching through all the states of a fixed fraction of the rearranging region [74] . The relationship in Eq. (19) was tested by Capaccioli, Ruocco, and Zamponi [44] for a large number of actual substances. For the present purposes, it is convenient to plot the complexity as a function of ln(τ /τ g ), where τ g ≡ τ (T g ). In Fig. 8 we thus plot the complexity as a function of ln(τ /τ g ) for the (experimentally determined) cooperativity lengths ξ computed according to Eq. (18) and shown earlier in Fig. 4 as the dashed lines. The agreement of the "experimentally" determined complexity with the RFOT-based prediction from
Eq. (19) is good. For one thing, the magnitudes are nearly universal and quite consistent. The functional dependence in Fig. 8 is approximately the straight line predicted by Eq. (19), however consistently there appears to be upward curvature. This is not entirely unexpected in view of the aforementioned softening effects, which are not accounted for in Eq. (19) , as well as mode-coupling effects [75] .
Still, it seems instructive to assess the potential ambiguity stemming from our neglect of the temperature dependence of the stretching exponent β when computing ξ for five of the substances.
Such ambiguity is expected to be especially significant for fragile substances [76] . In the absence of experimental data, we can utilize the expression for the temperature dependence of β derived by Xia and Wolynes [76] , based on their approximation for the barrier distribution and later modified slightly by Lubchenko [77] to achieve a better consistency between the distribution and experimental dielectric spectra:
where D is the fragility as defined by the Vogel-Fulcher fitting form: τ = τ 0 e DT K /(T −T K ) . We plot, in Fig. 9 , the complexity values computed using the XWL-based estimate of the temperature dependence of β while normalizing the β(T )'s so that their value at T g matches the experimental values as before. For the sake of argument, we employed the latter procedure for all eight substances including those three for which an experimentally determined β(T ) is available. We see utilizing a reasonable estimate for the temperature dependence of the non-exponentiality removes much of the curvature. Clearly better measurements of β(T ) are needed before strict values of the scaling exponents can be assigned.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have presented calculations of the absolute free energy activation barriers for α-relaxation in supercooled liquids over a finite temperature range from two microscopic but approximate theories both based on RFOT ideas. We used thermodynamic, static structural, and elastic inputs solely and no adjustable parameters. Both calculations are based on the RFOT theory [3, 4, 8] , by which the molecules move as a result of mutual nucleation of distinct aperiodic free energy minima; the corresponding activation energy profile is given by Eq. (1). Two different estimates for the mismatch penalty σ 0 , due to Xia and Wolynes [4] and Rabochiy and Lubchenko [14] have been employed and compared with each other and measured kinetic data. Among its other weaknesses, the XW estimate disregards potential effects of any temperature dependence of the elastic constants. On the other hand, it is rather general, even if approximate, relatively simple, and requires only thermodynamic input information. The RL estimate, on the other hand, explicitly accounts for details of structure and bonding in liquids. It is however rather intricate and in its current form uses additional measured static quantities as input.
In comparing with experiment, the XW formulation appears robustly to determine the values of the barrier and fragility index near T g , while the RL approach seems to better capture the temperature dependence over a more extended temperature range. The better performance of the XW approximation near T g is perhaps to be expected for deep reasons since the elastic effects must saturate at very low T so long as no new phase transitions occur; hereby the dramatic barrier growth at lowering temperatures is more dominated by the configurational entropy decrease, the lower the temperature. The latter notion is indeed explicitly confirmed by our calculation, see [28] , which all turned out to be consistently above the glass transition temperature.
We have already mentioned that the entropy variation is the major contributor to the barrier growth at low temperatures. Yet the temperature dependence of factors other than the entropy, such as the local structure, seems to be important for truly quantitative estimates. In the RL formalism, the force details enter through the elastic constants and the coordination, via the structure factor S(k). Under certain circumstances, the barrier scales linearly with the elastic constants, which hearkens back to earlier, enthalpy based approaches to activated dynamics by Hall and Wolynes [78] and the so called "shoving model" [79] . Note, however, that in the RL formulation there is also another significant contribution to the mismatch energy cost, contained in the curly brackets in Eq. (9) . Now, the shoving model, in some of its particular realizations [37, 38] , proposes that the activation barrier grows exclusively because of the increase in the elastic constants at the "plateau" frequencies. In contrast, the RL approach would seem to call for high frequency elastic constants, as being the relevant ones for vibrational motions of individual beads. Also importantly, the RL approach calls not for the shear modulus alone, but the longitudinal sound speed, which amounts to a combination K + 4µ/3 of the bulk modulus K and shear modulus µ. As far as these high frequency moduli are concerned, we have seen in Fig. 7 that their temperature dependence is, in fact, important for quantitative estimates of the barrier over an extended temperature range.
Still, it is essential to develop a formal theory with regard to the latter effects, which, generally, leads to complicated expressions as in Eq. (9) . If one were simply to look for direct correlation between the elastic constants and the barrier, one would discover that this correlation is complicated, if
any. For instance, in SiO 2 and GeO 2 , the measured elastic constants increase with temperature,
i.e., change in the direction opposite to the barrier change, as we show in Fig. 10 .
In further discussing the relative importance of the entropic vs. elastic contributions to the barrier growth, we note that the entropic contribution entirely, quantitatively accounts for the discrete change in the apparent activation energy at the glass transition [6] . As a result the change is directly correlated with the heat capacity jump, and, hence, with the fragility [4, 6, 15] . A purely elasticity-based theory would also predict a jump, if the elastic constants measured at the plateau show a discontinuity in slope, at T g , in their temperature dependences. (High-frequency constants certainly do so.) It thus seems important to investigate whether the measured discontinuity of the elastic constants would in fact correlate with the fragility of the liquid.
The present methodology relies on the inherent relationship between thermodynamics (the configurational entropy) and kinetics (the activation barrier for liquid rearrangement), which has been constructively derived within the RFOT framework, see Eq. (2). This deep relationship is reflected in a simple, RFOT-based prediction of a relation between the complexity of a rearranging region and the relaxation time, Eq. (19). This relation is universal in that it does not depend on the value of the mismatch penalty between distinct aperiodic free energy minima, which may indeed be temperature dependent; it is therefore not subject to various uncertainties stemming from input experimental data or approximations needed to estimate the mismatch penalty. The complexity also does not depend on the notion of spherical subunits, i.e., "beads". We have found that the RFOT-derived, universal expression (19) is indeed consistent with observation. It is worth remarking that although the increase of the complexity of a rearranging region with relaxation time scale is a robust prediction of both incarnations of the RFOT theory, it is decidedly not expected in other pictures. Adam and Gibbs argued for an increase in the size of the correlated region on cooling; their argument was, however, precisely based on the assumption of a fixed limiting complexity of a rearranging region. This is clearly contradicted by the data when the Berthier analysis is used: The complexity changes at least by a factor of three over the temperature interval in question. In enthalpically-based versions of pure elastic models the rearrangement is assumed to have a fixed size. This assumption, combined with the experimentally established decrease of specific configurational entropy with increasing relaxation time, would yield a decreasing complexity of the rearranging region upon cooling. This is contradicted even more forcefully by the observations. The near universality of the complexity with increasing relaxation time growth, seen in the data, is, in our view, direct evidence that entropy and correlation length are intimately related. This lends further, strong support for a key non-trivial aspect of the RFOT viewpoint. 
